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Abstract 
 
This study experimentally investigates gender quotas in light of peer review. We investigate 
competitions with and without gender quotas and a peer review process that allows for sabotage. 
Our findings show that the possibility of peer sabotage renders the gender quota ineffective in 
encouraging women to enter tournaments and reversing gender pay gaps. Moreover, we provide 
evidence of a severe backlash against women, as they become targets of sabotage under gender 
quotas. Interestingly, this is the result of women focusing on sabotaging each other while men 
sabotage indiscriminately. Our results have implications for the use of quotas to mitigate the 
under-representation and underperformance of minority groups in environments in which peer 
sabotage is possible. 
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I. Introduction 

Many seem to share the sentiment that gender quotas are necessary to accomplish what has not 

happened organically: a greater role for women in business and government. Women are significantly 

under-represented in leadership positions (Bertrand 2010; Blau et al. 2010). For example, women 

represent less than 5% of the highest-paid executives in Standard and Poor’s datasets, and they 

occupy less than ⅕  of the board seats of US S&P 500 companies as well as less than ⅕  of the 

positions in the US legislature. To reduce such gender differences, gender quotas are increasingly 

applied in many countries. For example, Norwegian companies must adhere to a mandatory 40% 

quota for female directors. Austrian universities have to re-advertise a position if it has no female 

applicants and hire female applicants over similarly qualified males (Rasnic, 1995). Recently, 

Germany has decided that 30% of the board seats of some of the largest companies have to be 

occupied by women. These measures may have repercussions far beyond their borders and increase 

the pressure on US companies to implement quotas to increase female representation at higher levels.1  

There is limited and contradictory evidence on the impact of gender quotas. On the one hand, 

gender quotas have led to an increase in female representation in leadership positions.2 In addition, 

experimental laboratory evidence shows that gender quotas entice women to compete and improve 

efficiencies (Balafoutas and Sutter, 2012; Niederle et al., 2013). Furthermore, there is evidence that 

gender quotas help reduce gender-occupation stereotypes (Beaman et al. 2009). Some studies report a 

positive relationship between women in leadership positions and company performance (McKinsey & 

Company 2010; Catalyst 2012), although evidence for this has been challenged in more detailed 

analyses (Adams and Ferreira 2009; Ahern and Dittmar 2012; Matsa and Miller 2013).  

On the other hand, there is evidence suggesting that gender quotas are responsible for a 

backlash against women. For example, Ambrose et al. (2002) and Neuman and Baron (1997) suggest 

that perceived injustice, which could be the result of gender quotas, leads to workplace sabotage and 

aggression. Beaman et al. (2009) report that gender quotas increase distaste for female leaders. Duffy 

et al. (2012) find that workers are more likely to undermine their peers when social identification with 

co-workers is low, which may be the result of differential treatment. Whelan and Wood (2012) show 

that women who are appointed under gender quotas are regarded as less legitimate, less qualified, and 

less competent in their roles. 

                                                           
1 http://fortune.com/2015/01/13/catalyst-women-boards-countries-us/ 
2 However, the evidence is less clear than one might expect. In Norway, for example, the representation of 
women in publicly listed companies has increased significantly but at the same time, a large proportion (about 
50%) of publicly listed companies has ended public listing to avoid the implementation of gender quotas. See, 
for example, http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140224081115.htm. 

 

http://fortune.com/2015/01/13/catalyst-women-boards-countries-us/
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140224081115.htm
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In this study, we use laboratory experiments to examine whether gender quotas cause a 

backlash against women and how this affects their pay and willingness to compete. The experimental 

methodology renders it possible to identify the costs of a backlash clearly and to attribute it to the 

implementation of a gender quota. We investigate participants performing a real-effort task and their 

willingness to compete in treatments in which we vary whether there is a gender quota and a peer 

review. The peer review provides us with the opportunity to capture backlash against women because 

it provides a channel for sabotage. In our peer review treatments, participants can misreport the 

performance of others and thereby negatively affect earnings.  

Peer review and sabotage are common in many workplaces. Peer review is not just common 

in academia, but also in governments and firms. For example, the US army relies on Multi-Source 

Assessment and Feedback, 360-Degrees (MSAF 360) for promotions. Such 360-degree feedback—

that is, reviews from members of a worker’s immediate work circle—is also widespread in companies 

and it is estimated that almost 90% of all Fortune 500 companies rely on it (Edwards and Ewen 1996). 

Survey evidence suggests that 48% of all US workers have either experienced repeated mistreatment 

or witnessed mistreatment in the workplace, including sabotage, and that women are much more 

likely to be targeted than are men.3 Importantly, the availability of peer review and sabotage may 

affect the willingness to compete and interact with gender quotas. In particular, it may deter women 

from competing if they expect a higher likelihood of sabotage in the presence of gender quotas. 

We find that the impact of the gender quotas crucially depends on the availability of peer 

review. If there is no peer review, we observe that the gender quota is highly effective in encouraging 

women to compete, consistent with previous evidence (Balafoutas and Sutter 2012; Niederle et al. 

2013). However, if there is peer review, we observe that the gender quota fails to entice women to 

compete. Moreover, we find that gender quotas make women the prime victims of sabotage. While 

men’s output is more under-reported than women’s output if there are no gender quotas, the opposite 

is true if there are gender quotas. In the latter case, women’s output is more than six times more 

under-reported than men’s output. This is because women focus on sabotaging each other in the 

gender quota tournament while men sabotage men and women equally. Finally, we observe that the 

availability of peer review implies that gender quotas cannot overcome gender pay gaps. 

We view these findings as new evidence on the scope of successfully implementing 

affirmative action policies. The results offer a novel explanation as to why gender quotas may not be 

sufficient in encouraging women to compete in workplace environments, and have implications for 

the use of quotas to secure the representation of minority groups in environments in which peers 

determine performance. We recommend managers and policymakers should be wary of implementing 

                                                           
3 2014 WBI U.S. Workplace Bullying Survey February 2014 available at 
http://www.workplacebullying.org/wbiresearch/wbi-2014-us-survey/. 

http://www.workplacebullying.org/wbiresearch/wbi-2014-us-survey/
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gender quotas across the board and avoid peer review when affirmative action policies are present 

because women become targets of sabotage. More generally, our findings suggest that managers and 

policymakers should increase their efforts to curb sabotage when implementing gender quotas. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that (i) links the research on gender and 

competitiveness with the research on sabotage and (ii) investigates how affirmative action policies are 

linked to sabotage. Considerable evidence on gender and competitiveness shows that women are less 

inclined to compete than men in many albeit not all environments (Niederle and Vesterlund 2007; 

Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Dargnies 2011; Booth and Nolen 2012; Dreber et al. 2012; Brandts et al. 

1015; Buser et al. 2015; Flory et al. 2015; Zhang 2015) and there is evidence that sabotage constitutes 

a serious problem in competitions (Chen 2003; Harbring and Irlenbusch 2005, 2008; Harbring et al. 

2007; Carpenter et al. 2010; Schwieren and Weichselbaumer 2010; Vandegift and Yavas 2010; 

Balafoutas et al. 2012; Gurtler et al. 2013; Charness et al. 2013; Dato and Nieken 2014). However, the 

latter literature is mainly concerned with the effect of sabotage on effort and does not look at 

tournament entry in light of sabotage. In turn, the experimental literature on affirmative action has 

abstracted away from sabotage and focused on environments in which participants cannot directly 

affect each other (Balafoutas and Sutter 2012; Niederle et al. 2013). 

 

II. Experiment design 

 We conducted a laboratory experiment with a total of 100 women and 100 men who took part 

in one of 10 experimental sessions. In each session, participants were given unique identification 

numbers and randomly allocated to gender-balanced groups of four; that is, each group consisted of 

two women and two men. While participants were aware of this process, they did not know who was 

in their group. We randomly assigned groups to two different treatments: standard and quota. The 

experiments were conducted in September 2014 at the Monash University Laboratory for 

Experimental Economics in Melbourne, Australia. 

 There were five tasks and participants were informed that they would be compensated for one 

randomly selected task. This task was selected after participants completed the whole experiment. We 

did not provide participants with feedback on their own performance during the whole experiment. 

All participants received a $10 show-up fee. Instructions and question sheets for each task were 

contained in clearly labeled envelopes on the participants’ desks and participants were instructed to 

open the relevant envelopes only immediately before each task, which they did.  

 The experiment design builds upon Niederle and Vesterlund (2007). The main novelty in our 

experiment design is the way in which participants can affect the payment of their group members 

(Tasks 4 and 5). We create this possibility via a peer review process in which participants can 

determine objective scores of their group members, which directly translate to payments. They can 
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accurately over- or under-report scores, and there are financial incentives in place to under-report 

scores, that is, to sabotage group members to win tournaments. Table 1 summarizes the structure of 

the experiment for both treatments. The tasks were as follows. 

 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

 Task 1—Piece Rate. We asked participants to add up sets of five two-digit numbers for 5 

minutes. We gave participants identical question sheets with 40 questions presented in the following 

way. 

61 + 59 + 35 + 42 + 77 =  

 

Calculators were not allowed but scrap paper was provided. After 5 minutes, we collected the 

question sheets. The number of correct answers given by participants constituted their Task 1 score. If 

Task 1 was chosen for payment, participants received $0.50 per question correctly answered. Task 1 

was used to measure the ability of participants to perform a simple arithmetic task.  

 Task 2—Tournament. We asked participants again to add up sets of five two-digit numbers 

for 5 minutes. In contrast to Task 1, payments in Task 2 depended on relative performance. If this task 

was chosen for payment, participants received $1 per correct answer if they were a winner of the 

tournament, and nothing otherwise. The treatments determined how winners were selected. In the 

standard treatment, tournament winners were the two highest-ranking participants in their group, 

regardless of gender. In the quota treatment, at least one of the two winners had to be a woman—that 

is, the treatment implemented a gender quota. Thus, the winners in the treatment were the highest-

ranking woman and the highest-ranking group member (of either gender) in the remainder of the 

group. If there was a tie, there was a random draw. 

 Task 3—Submit Task 1 Score to Piece Rate or Tournament. After experiencing both the non-

competitive compensation scheme in Task 1 and the competitive compensation scheme in Task 2, we 

asked participants which scheme they wanted to use for their Task 1 score. Thus, as shown in the third 

row of Table 1, participants in the standard treatment chose between a piece rate and a standard 

tournament, while participants in the quota treatment chose between a piece rate and a tournament 

with a gender quota. If Task 3 was chosen for the final payment, participants were paid according to 

their choice and outcome. Participants received $0.50 per correct answer if the piece rate was chosen. 

If a tournament was chosen, winners received $1 per correct answer and losers nothing. If a 

participant selected the tournament, his Task 1 score was compared to the Task 1 scores of all his 

group members, irrespective of the other group members’ choices. Thus, we can rule out that gender-

dependent beliefs regarding the choices of others affect the willingness to compete. Importantly, this 
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feature implies that competitions are always gender balanced; that is, two women’s and two men’s 

scores are compared to determine the winners. 

 Task 4—Peer-Review Tournament. Participants were given 5 minutes to add up sets of five 

two-digit numbers. Prior to completing the sums, we told the participants that the scores for Task 4 

were not determined by the experimenter but by a peer review during which each participant reviewed 

the question sheets of his three group members and reported their scores. More precisely, instead of 

the experimenter counting the number of correct sums, participants determined the number of correct 

sums. Then, each person’s Task 4 score was determined by one randomly drawn peer report. If this 

task were selected for payment, participants would be paid according to a standard tournament in the 

standard treatment and a gender quota tournament in the treatment quota. After participants completed 

the sums, we collected the question sheets and placed them in the front of the room. Participants were 

then informed that they would complete Task 5 before engaging in the peer-review process described. 

Task 5—Submit Task 4 Score to Piece Rate or Tournament. We asked participants to select 

their preferred compensation scheme for their Task 4 score. They were reminded that Task 4 scores 

would be based on the score in one randomly drawn peer review, which did not have to correspond to 

the true score (i.e., the actual number of correct answers given). If this task was selected for payment, 

the participants were paid according to their choices and peer reviewed scores.4   

Details of the peer review process. After participants completed Task 5, they engaged in the 

peer-review process to determine their Task 4 scores. We provided each participant with three sheets: 

(i) the three Task 4 question sheets from their group members, (ii) a sheet containing the correct 

answers for Task 4, and (iii) a reporting sheet to enter the IDs and scores of their group members. We 

instructed each participant to fill out the three reporting sheets. The instructions gave examples for 

reporting sheets, which were filled out correctly and incorrectly (see Appendix).5 We told participants 

that we would collect the reporting sheets only during the experiment and that the Task 4 question 

sheets would remain at their desks for the remainder of the experiment. We collected these sheets only 

after the participants had left the laboratory and were paid.  
                                                           
4  In contrast to Niederle and Vesterlund’s (2007), we asked participants only to select their preferred 
compensation scheme for a past performance and not for a future performance as well. Doing so and rewarding 
the task according to peer-reported scores would have introduced complications. First, there would be 
dependencies between participants’ choices and misreporting behavior. For example, a participant who chose to 
be rewarded according to a piece rate would not have an incentive to misreport others’ performance, since his 
payment would not depend on others’ peer-reported scores. Second, effort may be affected also by the choice of 
compensation scheme. Separating performance and tournament-entry choice into different tasks ensures that 
participants all perform under the same incentive scheme, and that all participants have the same incentives to 
misreport others’ performance in the peer-review process. 
5 We did not provide a rationale for the peer review and we did not encourage participants to misreport. 
However, as it was a paper-and-pencil experiment, it seems sensible to assume that participants viewed the peer 
review process as a means to help the experimenter speed up the calculation process, and thus, the peer review 
process was embedded in a rather natural environment. 
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The peer review process entails two important features: the act of sabotage did not incur costs 

for the perpetuator and sabotage could not be detected. These features account for a broad class of 

possible acts of sabotage in actual workplace settings (e.g., delaying an action that is supposed to be 

part of a job, in order to hurt the output of a coworker–competitor). In addition, the features facilitate 

the interpretation of sabotage and its implications as risk preferences, and gender differences therein, 

should play no role during the peer review.  

 In order to convey gender during the peer review process, men’s instructions and question 

sheets inside the envelopes were printed on blue paper, while women’s were printed on pink paper. 

This color procedure was used in both treatments and in all tasks. Participants were informed of the 

different colored sheets prior to Task 1. This procedure has three advantages. First, by applying it to 

both treatments, the procedure in itself cannot account for simple treatment differences. Second, by 

applying it throughout the whole experiment, the procedure in itself cannot account for simple 

differences across tasks within treatments. Third, this procedure guarantees anonymity while still 

conveying the gender of each group member. After all five tasks were concluded, participants filled 

out a short questionnaire, which included a risk questionnaire by Weber et al. (2002) to account for 

potential gender differences in risk preferences (Croson and Gneezy 2009). 

Predictions 

 In this experiment, participants decide how much effort they make to solve tasks, whether 

they want to enter tournaments, and the extent to which they misreport during the peer review. The 

predictions with regard to effort are trivial: participants try to solve as many questions as possible 

(Tasks 1, 2, and 4). 6 The predictions with regard to willingness to compete, that is, being paid 

according to a piece rate or tournament (Tasks 3 and 5), depend on the participants’ beliefs about their 

relative performance. In the standard tournament (Task 3), participants should enter the tournament 

regardless of gender if they believe that their scores are better than the median.7 However, based on 

previous evidence, we expect that women are less likely to compete than men in the standard 

tournament are.  

In the quota tournament women have a better chance of winning than do men. Women who 

believe they are better than the median woman in Task 3 should enter the tournament. Moreover, a 

woman who believes that the other woman performs better than the other two male group members 

should enter the tournament, regardless of her own performance. By contrast, men should enter the 

tournament only if they believe they are better than the median man and the median woman. Thus, we 
                                                           
6 However, in Task 4 if a participant believes that all his group members will misreport and note that he has not 
solved any questions, there would be no material incentive to solve any question. Such a belief seems not to 
have played a role, as the number of questions solved is not lower in Task 4 than in the other tasks. 
7 This prediction holds assuming participants are not risk averse. If they believe their performance is equal to the 
median, they should be indifferent between entering and not entering the tournament assuming risk neutrality. 
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hypothesize that women are more likely to enter in the quota treatment than in the standard treatment 

whereas men are less likely to enter in the quota than in the standard treatment. If this is true, the 

gender gap in the standard tournament significantly shrinks and perhaps even reverses.  

The standard economic prediction for misreporting is that participants will maximally under-

report, and thus, sabotage their own group members’ scores to improve their own chances of winning 

the tournament in Task 4. This implies that participants should always give their group members a 

score of zero. However, the experimental evidence on sabotage suggests that such extreme behavior is 

rare and some individuals sabotage moderately while others even refrain altogether from sabotage 

(Charness et al. 2013; Flory et al. 2015). In addition, as there is evidence that some individuals are 

altruistic (Andreoni and Miller 2002) or have preferences for efficiency (Charness and Rabin 2002, 

Engelmann and Strobel 2004), it could even be that there is over-reporting of scores. 

Importantly, there is no apparent reason to assume that sabotage is targeted toward either 

gender in the standard tournament. However, it seems likely that there is a backlash against women in 

the quota tournament. Research suggests that women who succeed as a result of affirmative action are 

likely to be seen as undeserving; moreover, there is evidence that perceived injustice leads to 

workplace sabotage and aggression (Neuman and Baron 1997; Ambrose et al. 2002; Adams and 

Ferreira 2009; Ahern and Dittmar 2012; Matsa and Miller 2013). In addition, there is a fear that 

gender quotas socially divide women who advance regardless of the quota from those who advance 

because of it. Thus, our first main hypothesis is that women are more likely to become victims of 

sabotage than are men in the quota tournament and that they are targeted by men and women.  

Under-reporting reduces the expected payoffs in our setting for participants regardless of their 

willingness to compete, as participants always compete against all group members. In the limit, this 

implies that expected payoffs are zero in Task 5 regardless of choice. However, by relaxing the 

assumption that all participants are perfectly selfish or make no mistakes, our second main hypothesis 

is that fewer participants enter tournaments when peer review is introduced (Task 5 vs. Task 3). The 

reason is that the potential payoff differences between the piece rate and tournament shrink in the 

presence of the peer review in Task 5, rendering the tournament less enticing.8 In addition, our third 

main hypothesis is that women’s willingness to compete decreases more strongly than men’s does 

when peer review is introduced in the quota tournament because women anticipate that they are 

targets of sabotage in the quota treatment of Task 5. 

 

                                                           
8 For example, a participant who is believed to have a score of 16 could obtain either $8 if she chooses a piece 
rate or $16 if she chooses a competition and wins—a payoff difference between both incentives schemes of $8. 
In the presence of peer review, assuming under-reporting of 50%, a score of 16 translates to earnings of $4 if 
she chooses a piece rate and $8 if she chooses a competition and wins – —a payoff difference between both 
incentives schemes of only $4.  
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III. Experimental Results  

We first report task performance before we study the experimental findings on the willingness 

to compete with and without peer review. Thereafter, we investigate the victims of sabotage and 

analyze the characteristics of saboteurs. Table 2 contains descriptive statistics on task performance for 

each gender. Similarly to Balafoutas and Sutter (2012) and Niederle et al. (2013), we find that men 

are slightly better in the mathematical summation task. On average, men answered 12.37 questions 

correctly in Task 1, while women answered 11.1 questions correctly, a difference that is marginally 

significant at p=0.098 (Mann–Whitney test, two-sided). In Task 2, both genders improve their score, 

which could be the result of learning or competitive effects. Men have an average score of 13.56 and 

women of 12.13. The gender difference is marginally insignificant (p=0.101, Mann–Whitney test, 

two-sided). The average scores for the correct answers for Task 4 are similar to those for Task 2 

(13.43 for men, 11.91 for women; p=0.279 Mann–Whitney test, two-sided).  

[Insert Table 2 about here] 

A. Tournament Entry—Willingness to Compete 

 Each participant made two tournament entry decisions: one in Task 3, where peer sabotage 

was not possible, and one in Task 5, where peer sabotage was possible. Figure 2 illustrates the 

willingness to compete in our four treatments. Each bar contains 50 observations. The upper panel 

shows the likelihood of tournament entry for men (blue bars) and women (pink bars) in the standard 

and quota tournaments in the absence of peer review. Consistent with our hypothesis, we find that 

men are more likely to enter tournaments than are women in the standard tournament (74% vs. 46%; 

p=0.008 Fisher-exact test, two-sided9). Also consistent with our hypothesis, the upper right panel 

shows that the gender gap reverses when the tournament has a gender quota. In the presence of the 

gender quota, only 48% of men and 66% of women decide to compete (p=0.106, Fisher-exact test). 

That is, the gender quota reduces men’s willingness to compete (p=0.013) and increases women’s 

willingness to compete (p=0.069). 

 

                                                           
9 All tests are two-sided unless reported otherwise. 
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Figure 1: Willingness to compete with and without gender quota 
and peer review.  
The different bars illustrate the likelihood of the willingness to compete 
in four treatments (standard, quota, standard with peer review, quota 
with peer review). Each bar contains 50 individual observations. Blue 
bars are for men, and pink bars are for women. Each participant makes 
two competition choices, either in the standard or quota tournaments. 

 

The availability of peer review eliminates the power of the gender quota to affect the gender 

gap in the willingness to compete. The lower panel shows the likelihood of tournament entry when 

there is peer review. As hypothesized, the willingness to compete is less pronounced overall. The 

average willingness to compete drops from 59% (no peer review) to 46% (peer review; p=0.012, 

Fisher-exact test). In particular, in the presence of peer review, men’s likelihood to enter standard 

tournaments drops from 74% to 44% (p=0.002) and women’s likelihood drops from 66% to 48% in 

the quota tournaments (p=0.106). There is no significantly negative impact of the peer review on 

women’s likelihood to enter the standard tournament and men’s likelihood to enter the quota 

tournament. Consequently, the gender quota has no impact on the gender gap in the willingness to 

compete in the presence of peer review. More precisely, if there is peer review, in the absence of the 

gender quota, men are 6 percentage points more willing to compete (44% vs. 38%) compared to 4 

percentage points more willing to compete in its presence (52% vs. 48%). 

 Table 3 corroborates and extends the previous findings in six linear probability regression 

models, which use the willingness to compete in the tournaments with and without peer review as a 
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dependent variable. 10  We use difference-in-difference regression specification separately by the 

existence of peer review (i.e., panel A for Task 3 in which no sabotage was possible and panel B for 

Task 5 in which sabotage was possible). Models 1 and 2 use all participants, Models 3 and 4 use only 

low-ability participants (103 out of 200 individuals who performed less than the average in Task 1; 

i.e., scored less than 12), and Models 5 and 6 use only high-ability participants (97 individuals who 

score 12 or above). Splitting the participants into two groups according to their performance helps to 

investigate whether gender quotas affect low and high performers’ selection in tournaments 

differently. We are particularly interested in the impact of the gender quota and peer sabotage on the 

willingness to compete from high-ability women. High-ability women are more likely to win 

competitions, and successful affirmative action policies need to appeal to those women to increase 

female representation without sacrificing overall performance. Models 2, 4, and 6, are equivalent to 

Models 1, 3, and 5 but also control for task performance and risk preferences.  

[Insert Table 3 about here] 

 Model 1 in panel A shows that men are significantly less likely to enter the gender quota 

tournament than the standard tournament (p<0.01, 26 percentage points) and that women are 

significantly less likely than men are to enter the standard tournament (p<0.01, 28 percentage points). 

Importantly, the large marginal effect of 46 percentage points of the gender quota × the female 

interaction term shows that the gender gap in the standard tournament not only changes significantly 

but also reverses with the introduction of the gender quota (p<0.01) These findings are robust when 

controlling for individual task performance and our proxy for risk preferences (Model 2).  

 The comparison of Models 3 and 5 in panel A indicates that the gender gap in the willingness 

to enter the standard tournament is larger for the group of high-ability individuals (43.2 percentage 

points) than in the group of low-ability individuals (13.4 percentage points). Moreover, we observe 

that the gender quota has a stronger impact on high-ability women (54.6 percentage points) than low-

ability women (36.6 percentage points). That is, gender quotas in the absence of the peer review have 

the desirable feature of reversing the large gender gap among the group of high performers. Models 4 

and 6 show the robustness of these findings after controlling for task performance and risk preferences. 

 For panel B in Table 3, we observe the impact of the gender quota in the presence of peer 

review. First, in Models 1 and 2, we observe that the gender quota has no significant impact on men’s 

willingness to compete (8 or 6 percentage points, respectively) and that women are not significantly 

less likely to enter a standard tournaments when there is peer review (−6 or −6.2 percentage points, 

respectively). Second, we observe that the gender quota does not significantly encourage women more 

than men to compete when there is peer review (2 or 6.3 percentage points, respectively). Third, for 

Models 3–6, we observe no clear differences between the low- and high-performing individuals. If at 
                                                           
10 The results are similar if we use logistic regression models. See Appendix II, Table A1.  
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all, the gender quota seems to encourage low-ability women and discourage high-ability women, but 

these tendencies are clearly statistically insignificant. Finally, we find that the gender quota × the 

female interaction term is negative and significantly different between the environment with no peer 

sabotage and that with peer sabotage. The gender quota × female × the sabotage interaction is −44 to 

−37 percentage points (p<0.05) for individuals of all ability types, and −59.3 to −53.8 percentage 

points (p<0.05) for high-ability individuals. Therefore, while gender quotas encourage women to enter 

tournaments, adding peer review has the opposite effect, and eliminates almost all the gender quota-

induced increase in competitiveness, especially among the type of high-ability women that affirmative 

action seeks to promote. 

RESULT 1: The presence of peer review negates the positive impact of the gender quota on women’s 

willingness to compete. The discouragement effect of the peer review is particularly strong for high-

ability women. 

 

B. Peer Review and its Victims  

There is substantial sabotage during the peer review. In Task 4, 43.3% of the peer reviews report 

scores that are lower than the actual scores. Under-reporting ranges from small to maximal and is 

roughly equally distributed (12.5% under-report by 1 or 2; 21.3% under-report between 3 and 10, and 

9.5% under-report by more than 10) while 10% under-report maximally—that is, report a score of 0. 

Of the peer reviews, 45.3% are accurate and 11.3% report higher scores than they actually are. On 

average, scores are under-reported by 12.85%. The tendency to under-report is insignificantly more 

pronounced in the quota tournament than the standard tournament (14.5% vs. 11.2%, p=0.703, T-test 

with standard errors clustered at reviewer level). These findings clearly reject the standard prediction 

that all participants sabotage and maximally under-report. 

Who suffers from sabotage? First, overall, we find that women’s scores are on average 

approximately twice as under-reported as men’s scores (17.1% vs. 8.6%, p=0.06). Figure 2 illustrates 

gender differences in being sabotaged depending on the existence of the gender quota. The left panel 

shows the extent to which scores are under-reported in the standard tournament and the right panel in 

the quota tournament. Consistent with our hypothesis, we find evidence for backlash against women if 

and only if there is a gender quota. While women are slightly less sabotaged in the standard 

tournament (−4.4 percentage points, p=0.39), we observe that they are dramatically more sabotaged in 

the quota tournament than are men. The mean under-reporting score for women is 25.1% whereas it is 

only 3.9% for men (p=0.005). Thus, this figure provides the first evidence that women are “punished” 

for the advantage they gain through the gender quota.  
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Figure 2: Victims of sabotage with and without gender quota. 
The different bars indicate the extent to which output is under-
reported in percentages. Blue bars are for men, and pink bars are 
for women. Each participant receives three peer reviews, that is, 
each bar contains 150 observations, three per reviewer.  

  

 Regression Table 4 corroborates the backlash against women in the presence of a gender 

quota. We regress misspecification of the score in percentage terms on treatments in six models 

corresponding to Table 3. There are three observations per participant as each participant is evaluated 

by her three group members and we cluster standard errors by reviewer. Model 1 in Table 4 presents 

estimates of specification for the full sample without using controls. The gender quota dummy shows 

that men’s scores are insignificantly less misreported if there is a gender quota. The female dummy 

shows that women are insignificantly less targets of misreports if there is no gender quota. However, 

the gender quota × the female interaction term is significantly positive at p<0.01, showing that gender 

quotas make women targets of sabotage more than men. The coefficient shows that the effect of 

gender quotas is very large: women’s scores are misreported by 25.6 percentage points more 

compared to men’s in the gender quota than in the standard tournament. Model 2 shows that this 

finding is robust for controlling for task performance and risk preferences (p<0.01). The remaining 

models show that the previous findings apply to both low and high performers, suggesting that 

women are targeted uniformly by sabotage but that the negative impact of the gender quota on 

women’s reviewed score is more robust for the group of high performers and significant at p<0.05 in 

Models 5 and 6.11 

                                                           
11 The coefficients of the gender quota × the female interaction term are larger for the low-ability participants 
(0.284 – 0.299) than for the high-ability participants (0.19 – 0.195). Note, however, that this does not imply that 
the impact of misreporting is stronger for the low-ability participants. In fact, the impact on high-ability 
participants is likely to be stronger in absolute terms as they have solved significantly more questions.  
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[Insert Table 4 about here] 

 

RESULT 2: The gender quota makes women targets of sabotage. Their scores are more than six 

times more under-reported than are men’s in the presence of a gender quota.  

 

C. Peer Review and the Saboteurs  

We now examine the origins and targets of sabotage. This analysis allows us to observe if own-

gender or cross-gender sabotage is more prevalent, and thus, to understand better how exactly gender 

quotas exacerbate sabotage. First, there are gender differences in sabotage: 47% of men’s peer 

reviews under-report scores (9.7% over-report, 43.3% are accurate) whereas only 39.7% of women’s 

peer reviews under-report scores (12% over-report, 48.3% are accurate). In particular, men have 

significantly higher under-reporting scores than women. On average, they under-report by 23.08% 

whereas women under-report by only 3.82% (p=0.021, t-test, standard errors clustered at reviewer 

level).12  

Figure 3 shows the average percentage by which reviewers misreport others’ performances 

during the peer review process depending on the gender of the reviewer (saboteur), the gender of the 

reviewed (victim), and the existence of the gender quota. This figure provides several new insights 

into sabotage. First, we observe that male reviewers do not seem to discriminate, as the mean level of 

under-reporting is similar for male and female victims in both treatments. Second, men increase the 

level of under-reporting in the gender quota tournament. The mean level of under-reporting is 16.3% 

in the standard tournament and 29.9% in the gender-quota tournament (p = 0.03, t-test). Third, female 

reviewers seem to gender discriminate during sabotage. More precisely, they appear to focus on 

sabotaging men in the standard tournament and women in the gender quota tournament. In the 

standard tournament, female reviewers under-report male group members’ performance by 12.2% and 

female group members performance by 3.8% (p = 0.045). In the gender-quota tournament, female 

reviewers over-report male group members’ performance by 9.9% but under-report female group 

members’ performance by 14.4%. The gender difference is 24.3% and statistically significant at the 1% 

level. The over-reporting of men’s performance by women is striking and suggests that some women 

use the peer review mechanism to assist men in overcoming their competitive disadvantage under the 

gender quota. Together, these patterns explain why women are sabotaged severely in the gender quota 

tournament and that it is driven by other women and not men. 

 

                                                           
12 This takes into account all reports, including those with over-reported scores. 
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Figure 3: Saboteurs and their victims with and without gender quota.  
Blue bars are for male victims, and pink bars are for female victims. Standard = standard 
tournament, quota = tournament with gender quota. Positive percentages on the y-axis 
indicate under-reporting of scores (sabotage); negative numbers on the y-axis indicate 
over-reporting of scores. Each participant receives three peer reviews, that is, each bar 
contains 75 observations, three per reviewer. 

 

Regression Table 5 provides more in-depth analysis using difference-in-difference regression 

models to estimate the impact of gender quotas on male and female victims’ amount of under-reported 

performance in the peer-review process by gender of the saboteur. Panel A reports the estimates for 

male saboteurs and panel B the estimates for female saboteurs. The dependent variable defines the 

misspecification of the true score in percentage terms. There are three observations per reviewer as 

each reviewer evaluates three group members. We cluster the standard errors by reviewer. There are 

six models analog to Table 3. 

Models 1 and 2 of panel A show that the extent of under-reporting across treatments is more 

pronounced if there is a gender quota (12.3 – 12.5%), although the difference is statistically 

insignificant (p=0.3), and insignificantly less targeted at women if there is no gender quota (2%; 

p=0.35). Interestingly, Models 3 and 4 show that the gender quota triggers low-ability men to 

sabotage group members (p=0.06 or p=-.04; 36.7 – 41.3%) but not high-ability men (Models 5 and 6, 

p=0.46). None of the gender quota × the female victim interaction terms are statistically significant 

(p>0.68 in all cases) and the coefficients are close to 0, providing clear evidence that men do not 

sabotage women more than men. 
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 Models 1 and 2 of panel B show that female reviewers sabotage women less than men in the 

standard tournament (p=0.04; 8.4%). At the same time, the gender quota × the female victim 

interaction terms show that female reviewers sabotage women significantly more than men in the 

quota tournament (p=0.001; 32.7%). Models 3 and 4 of Panel B show that these patterns are 

somewhat more pronounced for low-ability women who sabotage men less than women in the quota 

tournament (p=0.058 or p=0.066, by 48.4 or 44.2%) and men more than women in the standard 

tournament (p=0.09, 10.9%). However, when low-ability women are in the gender quota tournament, 

they increase their level of peer sabotage against other group members and do so indiscriminately by 

gender of their group members (the coefficient of the gender quota × the female victim interaction 

terms almost undoes the sum of the coefficients of the gender quota and the female victim). Models 5 

and 6 show that high-ability women sabotage female group members significantly more when they 

are in the gender quota tournament, but they do not sabotage their group members much in other 

treatments, irrespective of the gender of their group members. The bottom row of Table 5 shows that 

women sabotage other women more than men sabotage women in the gender quota tournament. 

[Insert Table 5 about here] 

 

RESULT 3: Sabotage is more pronounced in the presence of a gender quota. Men sabotage more 

than women do but do not discriminate between sabotaging men and women. By contrast, women 

discriminate and focus on sabotaging other women if there is a gender quota.  

 

D. Gender Gap in Wages 

 Here, we analyze how quotas affect the gender pay gap. Figure 4 plots women’s wages on the 

vertical axis and men’s wages on the horizontal axis. The dotted 45 degrees line illustrates the area 

where there is no gender gap in wages. We observe nine potential pay outcomes: Task 1, and Tasks 

2–5 for each of the standard and quota treatments. The dashed lines connect both treatments to the 

same task with the arrows showing the direction when moving from the standard to the quota 

treatment. Thus, the arrows illustrate the impact of the gender quota on each gender’s average 

earnings. 

 Figure 4 reveals how the gender pay gap is affected by peer reviews and gender quotas. We 

observe that there is indeed a strong gender pay gap in our tournament (Task 2) and tournament 

choice (Task 3) condition and that the implementation of a gender quota reverses the gender pay gap. 

The dashed line connecting the standard and quota tournaments is clearly sloping upwards, showing 

that the gender quota redistributed earnings between women and men without significantly affecting 

social efficiency, as defined by joint earnings. However once we allow for selection into competition, 

we observe a loss in social efficiency. The dashed line connecting standard tournament choice with 
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quota tournament choice is only weakly sloping upwards, showing that little pay increases for women 

are paired with significant pay losses for men. 

 Turning to Tasks 4 and 5, which implement the peer review, we observe that gender quotas 

have little impact on the gender pay gap. There is still a significant gender gap for quota peer review 

and quota choice peer review, as indicated by the two points on the right side of the dotted no gender-

gap line. In addition, we observe that gender quotas in the presence of peer review are at the cost of 

social efficiency. The line connecting standard with quota peer review is only weakly sloping upwards. 

If we allow for selection, the corresponding line is even decreasing, showing that both men and 

women are worse off if a gender quota is implemented in an environment in which peer review is 

possible. Moreover, the losses for men and women are similar, and thus, the gender pay gap remains 

similar. Thus, in the presence of peer review, gender quotas can have detrimental outcomes for men 

and women, and consequently, for social welfare. Appendix II Table A2 supports the previous 

findings in the two models that estimate the treatment impact on the gender pay gap and average 

wages. 

  

Figure 4: Wages and gender pay gap with and without gender quota and 
peer review.  
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The 45° degree line indicates a gender pay gap of zero. Each dot represents 
one potential pay outcome. The add-on “choice” indicates a task in which 
participants could select into competition. Piece rate is the baseline Task 1 
outcome. The dashed lines connect the corresponding outcomes when moving 
from the standard to the quota tournaments.  

      
RESULT 4: In the presence of peer review, gender quotas have little impact on gender pay gaps and 

reduce social efficiency.  

 

IV. Conclusion 

 Women have been gravely disadvantaged in labor markets. They were not allowed to follow 

the same professions as men, they have earned substantially less than men have for the same jobs, and 

they were often bared from career advancement. While many things have changed towards the better 

in the last decades, women still earn only three-quarters of men’s average salaries and are heavily 

underrepresented at the top of companies and public institutions (Bertrand 2010; Blau 2010). Women 

still face stereotypes, which render it more difficult for them than for men to bargain, negotiate, and 

lead (Bowles et al. 2005; Reuben et al. 2012; Bohnet et al. 2014; Reuben et al. 2014). Gender quotas 

have been proposed and are implemented widely with the aim of closing this gender gap in the hope 

that they will motivate more women to compete for leadership positions and help remove stereotypes 

and other resistance.  

We use a laboratory experiment to measure the impact of gender quotas on the willingness to 

compete and sabotage. This methodology comes at a cost—that of investigating the backlash against 

women in an artificially created decision environment. On the other hand, it allows us to make the 

backlash visible and estimate the causal impact of gender quotas on the willingness to compete and 

propensity to sabotage (Falk and Fehr 2003). Our approach is based on previous experimental studies 

that have been used to show that gender quotas can have desirable impacts when output is measured 

objectively by a principal. The novelty in our approach is that we allow the economic agents to 

interact, and thus, to sabotage each other via peer review. Our findings caution against the use of 

gender quotas in environments in which peer review determines pay. Our study shows that gender 

quotas do not encourage women to compete when there is peer review. Moreover, we find clear 

evidence of a backlash as women become the targets of sabotage; they are sabotaged by men and 

particularly by women. The evidence for the latter is consistent with workplace surveys reporting that 

women are more than twice as likely to bully other women than men.13 

                                                           
13 2014 WBI US Workplace Bullying Survey, February 2014, available at 
http://www.workplacebullying.org/wbiresearch/wbi-2014-us-survey/. 

http://www.workplacebullying.org/wbiresearch/wbi-2014-us-survey/
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There are several implications to the finding that the possibility of sabotage renders gender 

quotas ineffective in enticing women to compete and makes them targets of sabotage. Policymakers 

and managers should be careful in assessing the extent to which opportunities for sabotage exist in 

their specific contexts and how this may harm women when there are gender quotas in place or 

planned. For example, the use of “multi-source feedback,” in which negative evaluations can have 

serious financial repercussions for the victim, should be reconsidered. Teamwork may create 

opportunities for workers to withhold relevant information, which may affect colleagues’ output. In 

addition, access to colleagues’ work may provide temptation to destroy such work. Therefore, the 

extent to which workers are required to engage directly with each other contributes to opportunities to 

sabotage. Lastly, perhaps the most ubiquitous form of peer sabotage occurs when saboteurs do not 

affect actual output, but merely attempt to alter perceptions in order to enhance their relative positions. 

Workers may spread gossip with regard to the quality of colleagues’ output, ultimately influencing 

promotion and remuneration outcomes for their peers. While it may not be possible to eliminate these 

and other channels of sabotage, it is important to take into account that women may suffer more than 

men because of the existence of gender quotas. 

This study is the first attempt to evaluate the economic costs of a backlash against women 

caused by affirmative action policies. Our study shows that these costs can be considerable. However, 

more research is certainly warranted. For example, we study only the impact of a mandatory gender 

quota but there are several alternatives of affirmative action, such as non-binding targets. In addition, 

it is important to understand the dynamics of a backlash against women. While there is some evidence 

that the backlash is not sustained in repeated interactions (Beaman et al. 2009), a vicious circle could 

exist in which, for example, women respond to other women’s sabotage with further sabotage. Lastly, 

it is important to quantify the role of sabotage in natural environments to formulate concrete policy 

recommendations. 
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Table 1: Structure of Experiment 

 Standard Treatment  Quota Treatment 
Task 1:  Piece Rate Piece Rate 
Task 2: Tournament Standard Tournament Quota Tournament 
Task 3:  Choice 1 Piece rate or standard tournament 

for Task 1 score 
Piece rate or quota tournament for 

Task 1 score 
Task 4:  
Peer Review Tournament Standard peer review tournament Quota peer review tournament 

Task 5: Choice 2 Piece rate or standard tournament 
for Task 4 (peer-reviewed) score 

Piece rate or quota tournament for 
Task 4 (peer-reviewed) score 

Peer Review Peer Review 
Questionnaire Questionnaire 
 
 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics on Task Performance 

 ---------- Male ---------- ---------- Female ---------- Difference 
Variable Mean S.D. Min Max Mean S.D. Min Max Mean p-value 
Task 1 score 12.37 5.26 0 38 11.1 4.4 0 23 1.27 0.098 
Task 2 score 13.56 5.57 1 34 12.1 4.1 0 24 1.43 0.101 
Task 4 answers 13.43 6.66 1 40 11.9 4.3 0 24 1.52 0.279 
           

Notes: The sample size is 100 for each gender. The Task 1 and Task 2 scores are the number of 
correct answers given in Tasks 1 and 2, respectively. Task 4 answers are the number of correct 
answers given in Task 4. The P-values are based on two-sided Mann–Whitney test statistics. 
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Table 3: Willingness to compete in tournaments 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 ------- All ------- --- Low Ability --- --- High Ability --- 
A. Non-Sabotage Round       
Gender Quota -0.260 -0.235 -0.243 -0.220 -0.235 -0.214 

 
(0.095)*** (0.096)** (0.145)* (0.148) (0.129)* (0.130) 

Female -0.280 -0.245 -0.134 -0.123 -0.432 -0.405 

 
(0.095)*** (0.098)** (0.142) (0.144) (0.135)*** (0.140)*** 

Gender Quota × Female 0.460 0.437 0.366 0.373 0.546 0.530 

 
(0.137)*** (0.139)*** (0.198)* (0.198)* (0.196)*** (0.199)*** 

Task 1 Score 
 

0.013 
 

0.028 
 

0.018 

  
(0.006)** 

 
(0.019) 

 
(0.010)* 

Risk Score 
 

0.001 
 

0.002 
 

0.000 

  
(0.001) 

 
(0.002) 

 
(0.002) 

Constant 0.740 0.392 0.650 0.126 0.800 0.473 

 
(0.063)*** (0.207)* (0.109)*** (0.305) (0.075)*** (0.345) 

B. Sabotage Round       
Gender Quota 0.080 0.060 0.131 0.065 0.065 0.044 
 (0.101) (0.102) (0.146) (0.153) (0.141) (0.144) 
Female -0.060 -0.062 0.005 -0.033 -0.079 -0.061 
 (0.099) (0.101) (0.140) (0.140) (0.149) (0.150) 
Gender Quota × Female 0.020 0.063 0.034 0.093 -0.046 -0.009 
 (0.142) (0.140) (0.199) (0.198) (0.209) (0.204) 
Task 1 Score  -0.002  -0.044  -0.006 
  (0.008)  (0.024)*  (0.013) 
Risk Score  0.004  0.003  0.005 
  (0.002)***  (0.002)  (0.002)** 
Constant 0.440 -0.063 0.350 0.369 0.500 -0.031 
 (0.071)*** (0.233) (0.109)*** (0.365) (0.093)*** (0.378) 
Difference across Rounds 
in:       
Gender Quota × Female -0.440 -0.374 -0.333 -0.280 -0.593 -0.538 
 (0.183)** (0.180)** (0.249) (0.249) (0.272)** (0.261)** 
Observations 200 200 103 103 97 97 

Notes: Estimates are based on linear probability models. The results are similar when using a logit 
model (Table A1, Appendix II). Low-ability individuals are those performing below the average score 
(i.e., 12) in Task 1. Robust standard errors clustered by participant are reported in parentheses. *** 
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. 
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Table 4: Percentage of under-reported scores of victims 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 ------- All ------- --- Low Ability --- --- High Ability --- 
Gender Quota -0.096 -0.073 -0.181 -0.144 0.016 0.011 

 
(0.106) (0.101) (0.194) (0.193) (0.066) (0.067) 

Female -0.044 -0.017 -0.016 0.003 -0.067 -0.070 

 
(0.051) (0.054) (0.126) (0.128) (0.080) (0.084) 

Gender Quota × Female 0.256 0.230 0.299 0.284 0.190 0.195 

 
(0.089)*** (0.084)*** (0.178)* (0.183) (0.095)** (0.095)** 

Task 1 Score 
 

0.010 
 

0.033 
 

-0.003 

  
(0.006) 

 
(0.017)* 

 
(0.005) 

Risk Score 
 

0.000 
 

0.001 
 

0.000 

  
(0.002) 

 
(0.003) 

 
(0.001) 

Constant 0.134 -0.036 0.111 -0.239 0.150 0.161 

 
(0.056)** (0.247) (0.110) (0.427) (0.049)*** (0.174) 

Observations 600 600 309 309 291 291 
Notes: Estimates are based on linear probability models. Low-ability individuals are those performing 
below the average score (i.e., 12) in Task 1. Robust standard errors clustered by reviewer are reported 
in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. 
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Table 5: Percentage of under-reported scores of victims by gender of saboteur 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 ------- All ------- --- Low Ability --- --- High Ability --- 
A. Male Saboteurs       
Gender Quota 0.123 0.125 0.367 0.413 -0.112 -0.111 

 
(0.112) (0.121) (0.187)* (0.197)** (0.152) (0.150) 

Female Victim -0.019 -0.019 -0.036 -0.036 -0.007 -0.007 

 
(0.020) (0.020) (0.033) (0.033) (0.026) (0.026) 

Gender Quota x Female Victim 0.020 0.020 0.002 0.002 0.051 0.051 

 
(0.065) (0.065) (0.057) (0.057) (0.126) (0.127) 

Task 1 Score of Saboteur 
 

-0.000 
 

0.039 
 

-0.003 

  
(0.010) 

 
(0.032) 

 
(0.013) 

Risk Score of Saboteur 
 

-0.001 
 

0.000 
 

-0.002 

  
(0.002) 

 
(0.003) 

 
(0.003) 

Constant 0.175 0.298 0.074 -0.297 0.243 0.528 

 
(0.079)** (0.276) (0.167) (0.432) (0.069)*** (0.341) 

Observations 300 300 141 141 159 159 
B. Female Saboteurs        
Gender Quota -0.221 -0.216 -0.484 -0.442 0.108 0.108 
 (0.147) (0.147) (0.250)* (0.236)* (0.179) (0.176) 
Female Victim -0.084 -0.084 -0.109 -0.109 -0.044 -0.044 
 (0.041)** (0.041)** (0.063)* (0.063)* (0.032) (0.032) 
Gender Quota x Female Victim 0.327 0.327 0.467 0.467 0.172 0.172 
 (0.098)*** (0.098)*** (0.176)** (0.177)** (0.069)** (0.070)** 
Task 1 Score of Saboteur  0.010  0.039  0.015 
  (0.016)  (0.037)  (0.022) 
Risk Score of Saboteur  0.002  0.003  -0.001 
  (0.002)  (0.003)  (0.004) 
Constant 0.122 -0.204 0.227 -0.500 -0.048 -0.202 
 (0.074) (0.416) (0.056)*** (0.702) (0.167) (0.475) 
Observations 300 300 168 168 132 132 
Saboteur Gender Difference in:       
Gender Quota × Female Victim 0.307 0.307 0.465 0.465 0.121 0.121 
 (0.117)*** (0.117)*** (0.185)** (0.186)** (0.144) (0.145) 
Notes: Estimates are based on linear probability models. Low-ability individuals are those performing 
below the average score (i.e., 12) in Task 1. Robust standard errors clustered by saboteur (reviewer) 
are reported in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. 
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Appendix 1: Instructions for “No AA” Treatment (Control) 
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Appendix 2: Instructions for Gender-Quota Treatment (where they differ to the “No Gender-Quota” treatment) 
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Appendix II 

Table A1: Willingness to compete in tournaments – Logit Specification 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 ------- All ------- --- Low-Ability --- --- High-Ability --- 
A. Non-Sabotage Round       
Gender Quota -0.266 -0.247 -0.241 -0.224 -0.254 -0.239 

 
(0.096)*** (0.098)** (0.143)* (0.148) (0.134)* (0.133)* 

Female -0.284 -0.254 -0.136 -0.128 -0.426 -0.408 

 
(0.096)*** (0.100)** (0.144) (0.148) (0.131)*** (0.135)*** 

Gender Quota × Female 0.392 0.381 0.335 0.348 0.426 0.420 

 
(0.091)*** (0.094)*** (0.154)** (0.153)** (0.112)*** (0.113)*** 

Task 1 Score 
 

0.015 
 

0.031 
 

0.028 

  
(0.008)** 

 
(0.021) 

 
(0.018) 

Risk Score 
 

0.002 
 

0.003 
 

0.000 

  
(0.002) 

 
(0.002) 

 
(0.002) 

B. Sabotage-Round       
Gender Quota 0.079 0.062 0.132 0.066 0.065 0.044 
 (0.099) (0.105) (0.146) (0.162) (0.140) (0.150) 
Female -0.062 -0.066 0.005 -0.038 -0.079 -0.064 
 (0.101) (0.106) (0.147) (0.155) (0.147) (0.155) 
Gender Quota × Female 0.022 0.068 0.033 0.112 -0.046 -0.007 
 (0.142) (0.147) (0.203) (0.220) (0.207) (0.212) 
Task 1 Score  -0.003  -0.048  -0.006 
  (0.008)  (0.027)*  (0.014) 
Risk Score  0.005  0.004  0.006 
  (0.002)***  (0.002)  (0.003)** 
Difference across rounds in:       
Gender Quota × Female -0.403 -0.363 -0.307 -0.258 -0.526 -0.510 
 (0.122)*** (0.137)*** (0.186)* (0.216) (0.143)*** (0.153)*** 
Observations 200 200 103 103 97 97 

Notes: Estimates are based on logit models. Low-ability individuals are those performing below the 
average score (i.e., 12) in Task 1. Robust standard errors clustered by participant reported in 
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table A2: Wage differences across treatment environments 

 (1) (2) 
 Gender Wage Gap Average Wage 
Quota Tournament -3.675 1.712 

 
(1.574)** (0.325)*** 

Standard Tournament 4.225 2.282 

 
(1.997)** (0.421)*** 

Standard Tournament Choice 3.355 1.707 

 
(1.656)** (0.529)*** 

Quota Tournament Choice -2.915 0.622 

 
(1.340)** (0.381) 

Standard Peer Review 2.892 1.283 

 
(1.802) (0.599)** 

Quota Peer Review -0.082 0.583 

 
(1.319) (0.578) 

Choice Peer Review 1.035 0.541 

 
(1.252) (0.634) 

Quota Choice Peer Review 0.755 0.021 

 
(1.203) (0.584) 

Constant (Piece Rate)  0.635 5.868 

 
(0.384)* (0.159)*** 

Observations 250 250 
Notes: Omitted category is piece rate. Each unit of observation is a group-task. Because there are 50 groups of 
participants and 5 tasks, the total number of observations is 250. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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